Spinoza In Her Youth
spinoza's - university of massachusetts boston - spinoza can lead you to think diﬀerently about yourself
and your life, about nature, about god, about freedom and about ethics. so perhaps the best reason for
reading spinoza’s ethics is this: it is a book that may change your life. spinoza: rationalist, empiricist, atheist,
radical? spinoza (1632–77) is a philosopher of the seventeenth ... spinoza on god, affects, and the nature
of sorrow - causes itself, spinoza means that god is the only being who does not derive from an external
cause for his/her existence or an outside concept for his/her conceivability. moreover, spinoza claims that only
god can be a substance since the existence of two or more substances with the same essence and how does
spinoza and his tapes provide therapy for children - spinoza speaks to our most inner self, that which
makes each of us unique, yet alike . as human beings. age or ability is not a factor in spinoza’s appeal or
effectiveness. for example: the tiniest infant is calmed by spinoza’s soothing voice and music. an autistic
preschooler sings, for the first time, along with her spinoza bear. the philosopher, - reed - the standard
themes of spinoza interpreta-tion in her book, “betraying spinoza: the renegade jew who gave us modernity.”
her spinoza presents himself more as tin man than spinoza-bear. that is, he has no heart. he is reason
incarnate. he lacks pas-sion and personality, or what goldstein calls the “pounding pulse of subjectivity.”
united states navy-marine corps court of criminal appeals - united states v. spinoza, no. 201700236 . 5
. over the rest of the night and into the morning, the appellant called and texted sm more than thirty times.
among other things, he called her vile names, threatened to tell her son she was a “whore,” and threatened to
break a window in her house and kill whomever she was in bed with. his threats spinoza’s translation of
margaret fell and his portrayal ... - spinoza’s remarks about jewish ceremonial laws and, relatedly, their
comments about the relationship of the hebrew “old covenant” and the christian “new covenant.” spinoza uses
many of the same biblical passages that fell had focused on in her pamphlets, and spinoza’s explications of
those passages resemble her interpretations. reply to nadler: spinoza and the metaphysics of suicide steven nadler has argued that spinoza can, should, and does allow for the possibility of suicide committed as a
free and rational action. given that the conatus is a striving for perfection, nadler argues, there are cases in
which reason guides a person to end her life based on the principle of preferring the lesser evil. if so, spinoza’s
... active suffering: an examination of spinoza's approach to ... - control her. she suffers actively when
she uses knowledge to respond to her pain, in this way being in control of herself. this knowledge she uses to
deal actively with her pain bears a relation to spinoza's theory of freedom, since it entails a realization that all
events (such as a descartes and spinoza on numerical identity and time - descartes and spinoza are
working in a medieval aristotelian tradi-tion that links a person’s identity over time to her essence, rather than
to her properties. in this tradition, identity over time does not imply indiscernibility. while descartes and
spinoza reject many aspects of this tradition, their views about identity over time still ... spinoza's
mechanism, attributes, and panpsychism harry a ... - the essential aspect of spinoza's thought that he
derives from des- cartes" and then proceeds to present her own version of the cartesian background from
which alone, according to her, spinoza could have derived his doctrine of extension and thought. now it is the
contention throughout my study of spinoza that while dr. zulma tovar-spinoza - cnybj - dr. tovar-spinoza is
married to yosef spinoza, has been his partner for 23 years, and together they are the proud parents of ari,
itai, and eitan. her mother, julia, has been an extraordinary support in her career. all who know the spinozas
are aware that baseball plays a heavy role in their lives. dr. tovar-spinoza speaks spanish, english, and ...
spinoza's geometry of power - columbia - her that she strives to keep existing; and (ii) it follows from her
essence that she believes that understanding pascal’s theorem will increase her power to keep existing. this
explanation is an instance of what spinoza calls the second kind of knowledge (2p40s2). we can give similar
explanations of spinoza's theory of imagination - nyu - than intellection.3 hence, it seems that, for
spinoza, a human being’s mind perceives by way of imagination everything that happens in his or her
body—including, to borrow michael della rocca’s example (1996: 9), each specific chemical reaction in the
pancreas. this result is surprising enough. george eliot's middlemarch as a translation of spinoza's ... de spinoza's ethics, both of which reject the idea of a judaeo-christian creator god: feuerbach's 'god' is a
projected ideal of human nature, whereas spinoza's equivalent is immanent in all substance. both writers
influenced her fiction, but it is especially interesting to spinoza: feminist perspectives/aspects of
embodiment - rialist readings of spinoza ought to be of interest to contemporary feminist philosophers, such
as luce irigaray, as a reassessment of the value of the body (and, thereby, of the women associated with the
body). irigaray’s rationalist interpretation of spinoza’s work prevented her from seeing his work as a resource
for her own, and i spinoza: from art to philosophy - 12 gatens, “spinoza on goodness and beauty.” oddly,
gatens does not quote the previous passage in her discussion. 13 spinoza, ethi쑆s, appendix, i. 14 for spinoza,
"imagination" refers most broadly to ideas which correspond to the afections aroused in or bodies by their
interactions with others and thus includes all sense perception. stoic psychotherapy in descartes and
spinoza - descartes and spinoza 593 i a thorough and persuasive account of the first claim is presented by
brad inwood in his ethics and human action in early stoicism.3 according to the stoic theory, human action has
three main stages. the young spinoza: a metaphysician in the making ed. by ... - the young spinoza: a
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metaphysician in the makingnew york-. oxford: oxford university press, 2015. pp. xvi + 360. paper, $29.95.
what passes as spinozism in most circles can be found in the first two parts of the ethics, and even spinoza
scholars can be guilty of making only opportunistic use of weirder works the phenomenon of anne conway
and her principles by thomas ... - the phenomenon of anne conway and her principles by thomas
brittendahl in 1690, a philosophical work, the principles of the most ancient and modern philosophy, was
published had two main objectives: first, to lay a foundation for the nature of spinoza v chulenburg rizona
dopts the rescue doctrine and ... - the case for a determination of whether espinoza’s employment
obligated her to stop and render aid in the event of an emergency.12 such an obligation, the court reasoned,
could place her in a de facto on-duty status, thus triggering the application of the firefighter’s rule.13 the
arizona supreme court granted review hasana sharp, spinoza and the politics of renaturalisation ... parrhesia number 16 • 2013 • 106-111 in her recent book, spinoza and the politics of renaturalization, hasana
sharp carries out an important contribution to contemporary political philosophy. building on her work in
several recent articles,1 sharp thinks through the implications of spinoza’s naturalism to develop a
“philanthropic posthumanism,” defined as re-visioning benedict de spinoza and george eliot through ...
- her feminist and political philosophy, the purpose of this article is to outline, in general terms, the significance
of the contribution gatens additionally and corre - spondingly makes to spinoza studies. 1 this is a sustained
contribution made over decades, including her 1996 book imaginary bodies: ethics, power and corporeality
betraying spinoza the renegade jew who gave us modernity r ... - betraying spinoza the renegade jew
who gave us modernity r. goldstein march 28 - april 1, 2011 ... component of her identity. although her
professional career as an analytic philosopher has to some extent been devoted to transcend the accident of
her ancestry, it nevertheless is spinoza natural right v7 - marcsandersfoundation - spinoza’s usage of
these terms is to my mind definitive. notably, edwin curley, in spinoza 2016, does not follow this reading, and
there are some reasons to think spinoza’s usage is not entirely systematic—the uses of potestas in chapter 2
of the tp, for instance, are curious. none of the interpretation i offer below hinges on this point. spinoza on
lying and suicide - tandfonline - person acting by the guidance of reason will never terminate his/her own
existence. spinoza also defends the prima facie counterintuitive claim that the rational person will never act
dishonestly. this second claim can, in fact, be justiﬁed when spinoza’s moral psychology and account of
motivation are properly understood. spinoza lecteur de maïmonide: la question théologico-politique in her chapter on providence, chalier once again begins with a conver-gence between maimonides and
spinoza: both stand opposed to the view of providence which requires a personal, even emotional god’s
actively “spinoza, the philosopher most concerned with refusing biblical language the 3 benedict de spinoza,
the ethics (ethica ordine geometrico ... - benedict de spinoza translated by r. h. m. elwes. the ethics 2
preface human infirmity in moderating and checking the emotions i name bondage: for, when a man is a prey
to his emotions, he is not his own master, but lies at the mercy of fortune: so much so, that he is often
spinoza and hume on indinduals - reason papers - answer mume and spinoza seem to he in perfect
weement. exists are idividwtl objects; universal objects or common prop- erties are no less idle fictions for
spinoza than for hume. in e2p40schol1, spinoza reminds us that notions called 'universal' the living god:
schleiermacher's theological appropriation ... - in her concluding chapter she extends her inquiry to the
second part of the glaubenslehre which expounds the doctrin redemptione of . it is in this dimension of s.'s
theology, she argues, that one appreciates fully both spinoza's influence and how s. appropriated spinoza in a
way that could be reconciled with a christian understanding of god's stoicism in descartes, pascal, and
spinoza: examining ... - stoicism in descartes, pascal, and spinoza: examining neostoicism’s influence in the
seventeenth century by daniel collette a dissertation submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the
degree of doctor of philosophy department of philosophy college of arts and sciences university of south florida
romancing spinoza - drew university - romancing spinoza allan nadler allan nadleris professor of religion
and director of the jewish-studies program at drew university. he is currently completing a book about the
reception of spinoza in modern yiddish thought and literature. clearly, word about him had gotten out long bethe ethica of spinoza - static1.1.sqspcdn - rabbis is an image of spinoza’s mother on a chair; because of
her he could never ban amsterdam and the jewish quarter from his thoughts. under this in the right border is a
scene in the printing shop of jan riewertsz in amsterdam, with spinoza lecturing a group of freethinkers.
spinoza and virtue: the significance of habituation to a ... - spinoza and virtue: the significance of
habituation to a virtuous character to the ethics of the ethics . by bobbie sue schindler . faculty mentor: dr.
angela coventry . introduction . although scholars disagree on the specific kind of ethical theory in spinoza’s
work, they agree that before and above: spinoza and symbolic necessity - spinoza within the bounds of
either strict or loose immanence, i shall explain how spinoza’s hermeneutics escapes these bounds by
determining the symbolic and, consequently, also situating the sacred as an irreducible dimension of divine
necessity. both deleuze and lévinas fail to perceive the four equals: analyzing spinoza's idea of equality
- 3, equality of right - spinoza characterized people in the state of nature as equals. 17 he understood the state
of nature to be a real historical moment. is prior to the formation of the state, each person had an equal
natural right to exist and act according to his or her natural conditions. spinoza on the essence, mutability
and power of god - spinoza on the essence, mutability and power of god abstract this paper argues that
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spinoza makes a distinction between the constitutive essence of god (the totality of his attributes) and the
essence of god per se (his power and causal efficacy). using this distinction, i explain spinoza’s ethics marcellodibello - spinoza and wrote to him often, seeking clariﬁ cation of some of his more obscure points.
we have them to thank for some of spinoza’s clearest explanations and for giving us some indication of
spinoza’s personality. like any teacher, spinoza is happy to oﬀer his help – but only to students who genuinely
make the eﬀort to learn. the mystery of personal identity - safekeepingstories - macarthur fellow
rebecca goldstein from her book betraying spinoza: personal identity: what is it that makes a person the very
person that he or she is, that person alone, and not another, an integrity of identity that persists over time,
undergoing changes and yet still continuing to be… 2003 jewish studies - indiana university
bloomington - professor levene received her ph.d. from harvard university in 2000, and since that time, has
been assistant professor at williams college. her research has focused on the intersection of religion and
political thought in the work of the great philosopher baruch spinoza. her most recent publication is spinoza’s
revelation: religion, democracy ... spinoza on philosophy, religion, and politics by susan ... - spinoza on
philosophy, religion, and politics: the theological-political treatise. oxford-new york: oxford university press,
2012. pp. x + 248. cloth, $55.00. susan james’s book on spinoza’s theological-political treatise is a magnificent
work of his-torical and contextually focused philosophical scholarship. anyone interested in spinoza, finite in
infinity: spinoza’s conception of human freedom ... - ploring spinoza’s two conceptions of human
freedom found in the ethics. i will ex - plain the idea of adequate knowledge through reason and how that
leads to some degree of human freedom. essential herein is the notion of conatus, i.e. each individual’s inner
drive to persevere in his/her being. this part of spinoza’s ethical theory is spinoza’s critique of religion and
its heirs - assets - spinoza’s critique of religion and its heirs marx, benjamin, adorno
spinoza’sheritagehasbeenoccluded byhis incorporationinto the single, western, philosophical canon formed and
enforced spinoza's conatus argument - nyu - by which the person produces effects through his or her own
nature (4p18s), it provides his ethical theory with a fundamental category of moral assessment. indeed, it
would be no exaggeration to say that just as we must understand spinoza’s argument for the substance
monism of 1p14 before we can understand the foundations of his metaphysics, maimonides and spinoza:
biblical interpretation - for spinoza, however, scripture conveys little more than ethical teachings. this paper
will show that their differing interpretations of the hebrew bible and their 2 baruch spinoza, theological-political
treatise. (gebhardt edition) 2nd ed., samuel shirley, trans. (indianapolis: hackett publishing company, inc.,
2001). joseph ratner b - sophia project - joseph ratner b aruch de spinoza was born into the jewish
community of amsterdam on november 24, 1632. his parents were jews who had fled, along with many others,
from the vicious intolerance of the inquisition to the limited and hesitant freedom of holland. a metaphysical
basis for love? descartes, spinoza, and ... - created substance (as in spinoza), but her principle of
individuation avoids the narrowly egoist motivations present in both descartes and spinoza and preserves a
metaphysical connection amongst distinct finite things that manifests in mutual sympathy; she thereby
provides a twofold rationalist metaphysical basis for genuine cartesian love. 1. spinoza’s materialist
“epistemology” - spinoza’s treatise is concerned with distinguishing a true idea, that is, the best possible 5
curley, “spinoza—as an expositor of descartes,” 133. 6 stuart hampshire, spinoza and spinozism, (oxford,
2005), 30-32. 7 treatise on the emendation of the intellect (tdie) 51; numbers for tdie indicate sections, not
page numbers.
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